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Introduction

AccbrJing to G. Robert Darnes, "One of the, unusual and

distinctive features of the coTvrehensive junior college is

its willingncs and ability to provide both facilities and

instruction for varied subject matter for students with a

wide range of academic ability as well as social and

economic background."

Descriulog one coliegeis offering of rmedial courses,

Burton R. Clark 1m The 2pen Door Collere states: "As a

cutting score for placement :n rep_edial mathematics and

Mglish classes, the college used Lhe score of 9.4. On

this basis 20 to 10 percent of the applicants fell in the

remedial category on five of the six sections of the

achie-/ehent test."

Interest in whether the community college is providing

a program, of remedial mathematics led this writer In the

fall, 1969, to determine the availability of such remedial

programs. For the purpose of this report, junior colleges

whether classified as comprehensive or not, will be referred

to as community colleges. No attempt was made to differentiate

betveen prblio or private two year schools. The only

criteria for selection was that the school be listed in the

1 ut inrectoutv;erioan Association of Junior Colleges.
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Problem

The major problem in this study was proposed as follows:

/we effective remedial mathematics programs being offered

ty the community college?

Supplemental questions this investigation sought to

answer were:

1. What mathematics courses are offered through the remedial

program?

2. Are students required to enroll in remedial nathematies

programs?

3. What criteria is used for selection of remedial mathematics

students:

What criteria is used for the selection of the remedial

mathematics instructors?

5. What are the most common instructional techniques used

in teaching a remedial mathematics course?

Procedures

A letter (Appendix C) was mailed to a total of

185 schools selected by choosing every fifth school at

listed in the 1968 Directory American kssociation of

Junior Gollegf!s. The president of the institution was

requested to indicate whether a rer,edial mathematics

program was offered, and the person(s) who could offer
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the most pertinent data about that program. If no

program was offered, the president was asked to complete

a short questionnaire (Appendix A) requesting the

reason for not offering such a program. Of the 185 schools

receiving the original letter, 125 rec)ied they had programs,

I2 replied no program was offered, and 18 did not reply.

A questionnaire (Appendix B) wns mailed to each of

the 125 schools that answered affirmatively to the first

letter. Of these, 100 questionnaires were returned;

however two of the 125 affirmative answers to the original

letter replied on the final questionnaire that no program

Was offered. Thus a total of 98 completed questionnaires

could be used in the final summary.

Findijas

Of the 42 schools that indicated they had no rey,edial

program in mathematics, 19 were private and 23 were public.

All enrolled fever than 4,000 studentt,, the average being

appioxinately 5u0 students.

Table T gives the free ency with which reasons were

given for not offering a remeelial program.

POOR ORIGINAL COPY BEST
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Table f

Reason liven for Not Offering Remedial athematios Programs
by Number of Colleges

Rearon

,fritioning

*Number of Colle4es

Offered by another agency. 6

Staff not available. 11

N^ed for court es not established. 19

Not apl.ropriste. 6

Others. b

N = 42

*Freql:ency (10P3 not total 42 since some of the colleges
listed ore than ont reason for not offering a proGrar..

Vnler "Otherr° such reasons as other colleges in the arec.,

funJs, space, and offere OuPlw; the summer school ere

iAehtionee. Also, it shou10. be noted that only six colleges

did 11,-)t feel that rev.edial courses were appropriate for

their curriculun.

The remainder of the findings pertain to the 98 colleges

ths.t replied to the questionnaire concerning their remedial

mathematics program. Table IT indicates the distri.Jution

of reas6ns given for offering a remedial proc;rem in

mathematics.



Table II

Purpose for Offerin3 the Remedial thcmfitics Programs
by Number of Colleges Eentioning

5.

Purpose *Number of Colleges

To enable students to continue in regular
college mathematics, 83

To satisfy high school equivalence or
diploma requirement. 23

To satisfy prerequisite requirement for some
college course other than in mathematics. 52

To satisfy techaical vocational requirement. 7

N 98

*A ;sin the total does not equal 9b since sme colleges
check ee more than one reason.

The specific type of rtme:ial math courses And the

frequency of occurrence can Ce found in Table III. AlEe'ora I

and inttru,e0iate algeUra appear as the most popular courses.

The writer e;.lercised novae liberty in assignine responses

to the 1r,st three courses as listed in the table. For

examplf, in sore of the responses uusiness mathematics

was referre. d to as business arithnttic or basic mathematics

WPS referre0 to as refresher mathematics.



Table TTI

Courses Offered ThrouLh Repr.dial nathc..natics Programs
with Indicated Frequency

Course *Frequency

Algtbra 73

(leoaxtry (Plane and Solid) 29

Intermediate Algebra 60

ArIthtc,f.,Aic

Trigonmetry

Technical ilatheatics

Business nathevAttics

Basle nutheriatIcs

98

*Totals greater than 98 °eclat, 'Jue to colleges offering more
thrn our °curse,

45

5

Of the schools responding, 1i9 indicated that their

school required students to enroll in reviedial work,

whereas 44 did not. Five did not respond to the question.

Of the 49 institutions where re.r.edial courses were

mandated, Table Tv lists the frequency with which different

nethodt were used to select students for the renedisl

mathematics program.
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Table IV

Scic-ction Criteria for the Remedial Mathematics Program
by Number of Colleges Mentioning

Nethod *Number or Colleves

atandrdized tests** 33

Teacher constructed tests 10

Counselor recommendation 23

Prevt.)i.-2 t:rades 26

ether 8

N = 49

orotais greater than h9 occur due to colleges using more
than one sclecticl criter!.a.

**The most frequently mentioned of the standardized tests
used vere ACT, DAT, FPS, CCOP Math, and SCAT.

....11111 r

.0.01141111110....01.1i1 ...11111111111011

As an in6icator of the need for remedial mathematics

c1as3es anti In support of the findings in the book, The

22111 :;ollent4 Table V lists the approximate percentages

of tots' enrollments in mathematics courses in the sampled

schools who take remedial mathematics. Over one-hall of

the schools responding indicated 20 percent or more of

their mathematics students enrolled in remedial classes.
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Table V

hnrollent in Remedial Mathematics as Compared to
Total Enrollment in Mathematics

_percentrive in Remedial Mathematics Frequency Mentioned

2u percent or above

10 to 19 percent

five to nine percent

..e.ro to four percent

N = 90

51

23

14

10

As a criterion for measuring the success of the remedial

program, the rate with which students enrolled in

subsequent mathematics courses was requested. Table V/

Gives a summary of the responses. The reader tip! l.1 note

that 51 colleges indicated an average of 19.4 percent

of the remedial students subsequently enrolled in a math-

ematics course not in the remedial program. Also 38

colleges reported 44.6 percent of the remedial students

did not enroll in any subsequent mathematics

course.
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Table VT

Enrollment of Remedial Mathematics Students
Subsequent Mathematics Courses by Percent Continuing

Subsequent *Number of Schools
Enrollwent Responding

in

**Average of
Percent Reported

Another remedial
math course ?6 15.0

A math course not in
the remedial program 51 39.4

Not enrolled in any
mathematics course 38 44.6

A nonmathematics course
that required the student
to have completed a remedial
mathematics course 14 18.9

*Totals exceed 98 since schools responded to more than one
category.

**Totals exceed 10U since schools responed to more than
one cetegory.

Respondents were asked to identify the requirements

for enrolling in a second remedial mathematics course or

for taking a matematics course not in the remedial program

after having completed an initial remedial course.

Table VII summarized these results. These results would

seem to indicate the responding schools were very realistic

in their requirements for continued enrollment in

mathematics. This becomes apparent when one notices that

no school requires a grade of better than a C for
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subsequent enrollment in a remedial mathematics course

and only one school required a grade of better than C

for enrollment in a subsequent nonremedial mathematics

course.

Table VII

Minimum Requirement for Enrollment in
Subsequent Mathematics Course

Remedlal YtAllz.matIcs Course Nonremedial Mathematics Course

Requirement
Nuni)er of
Schools Requirement

Number of
Schools

None

Pass

5

3

None

Pass

Recommendation of Recommendation of
Instructor 1 Instructor

7

7

Grade of 60% 1 Grade of 60% 5

Grade of C 20 Grade of 45% 1

Grade of D 18 Grade of 3o, 1

Grade Satisfactory 2

Grade of C 41

Grade of D 25

Grade of B 1

N : 98 Not all schools respond d to this question.
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Of the 91 colleges reporting, it was learned that

nn av2rage of 54.7% of the mathematics faculty was in

some way involved in the remedial program. The rationale

used in the selection of instructors for the remedial

program is shown in Table VIII. The responses reflected

the opinion of the person completing the questionnaire

and not necessarily the college. As might 'Le expected,

the most frequent method of selection was by a random or

rotation basis oven though it would seem great care

should be exercised in the selection of teachers for

remedial classes. It should be noted, however, that

19 colleges selected staff mem!Jers who showed interest in

the remedial program. Also 19 colleges selected staff

members who un,lerstand the underachiever.
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Table VIII

Selection of Staff for Remedial Programs

Rationale Number of Colleges

Random or rotation basis 31

Someone that sho,:s interest 19

Knowledge of high school curriculum
or experience in the high school 6

Understands the underachiever 19

Innovator

Specialist with slow learners 2

Tnstructor with least seniority 1

Only one mathematics instruator 1

Broad background in other fields as
well as mathematics 2

Ability to work well in individualized
programs 1

One with smallest teaching load 1

Authorities suggest the strategy used in teaching

remedial mathematics courses should differ from the usual

lecture course found in college mathematics; thus an

attempt was made to determine the most commcn type of

strategy employed. Table IX summarizes 6he results of

this query. It was notably discouraging to note that

85 schools reported an average of 40% of class time
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devoted to lecturing. On tho other hand it was encuoraging

to find 83 schools averaging 35% of the class tilde in

discussion. Also of note was the fact that sue schools

were using individualized methods to better provide for

the remedial stulent. Some of the other techniques

mentioned but not included in the Table were chalkboard,

5G%; workshop, 34%; and quiz/test, 20% to 809.

Table IX

Techniques Used in Teaching Remedial
Mathematics Courses

Technique liumber of Schools
Mention ;ng

Average Percentage
of Total

Lecture 85 40.0%

Discussion 83 35.1%

Individuals zed Instruct ion 67 24.2%

Programmed Texts 30 35.1%

Teaching Machines 12.8%

Summary of Findings

This study was begun in the fall of 1959 and concluded

in the sp.!'ing, 197U. One hundred eighty five schools were



selected from the 196d artstary American Association of

Junior Co1112s. Of t,lese 125 indicated t''ty had special

programs for students deficient in mathematical back-

ground. Ninty-eight colleges completed a final questionr,lre

relative to their remedial mathematics program.

Forty-two of the 185 colleges initially contacted

offered no remedial mathematics program. However, only

six of the 42 colleges gave as a reason, "not appropriate

for their curriculum." As commonly expected, the most

frequent reason given for offering a program was to

enable students to continue in a regular matematics

program. The courses most frequently offered in the

remedial program were algebra and intermediate algebra.

Only L9 of the 9d colleges required students to take

remedial work in mathematics. In support of the findings

in the book, The Open Door College, 51 colleges reported

24, or more of their current mathematics enrollment

was in the remedial program. Approximately one-third

of the colleges indicated an average of 44% of the students

who lest year were enrolled in a remedial mathematics

course, did not enroll in a subsequent course. This

failure to enroll in subsequent mathematics courses was

not due to selective requirements since 66 schools required

only a C or D in a remedial class as prerequisite for

enrollment in a regular mathematics class. The most

common method of selecting instructors for the remedial
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classes was by a raridoin or rotation basis. These instructors

used the lecture-discue,sion method of ilL,truction more

than any other method. Finally, only 26 colleges had

made an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of their

programs.

Conclusions

Within the limitations of this study, one basic

conclsin can be drawn: community colleges do provide

experiences whereby students with deficiencies in

mathematics can be assisted in gaining the background

skills needed to enroll in the regular college credit

mathematics courses.

No concerted attempts have been made by more than

a few community colleges to determine the effectiveness

of these programs. It remains questionable whether the

programs have been very successful in attaining their

stated goals--that of providing a program designed to

assist students in removing these deficiencies.

implications

Implications for future study are indicated. The

inclusion of remedial work in mathematics would be justified
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since only six of 167 colleges felt it was not appropriate.

Also 51 of the 92 colleges responding to the questionnaire

reported 20% or more of the mathematics students in some

remedial work.

Special training for the instructor would be helpful

and an interest In this type of student imperative. One

instructor's response seemed particularly appropriate,

"The instructor should understand the open door policy."

Of interest to the writer was the lecture-discussion

as the dominant form of teaching. Since these students,

for various reasons, have not experienced success in

mathematics, every effort should be made to structure

the course to facilitate the individual student. There

are many attempts to provide for individual differences,

other than lecture. Possibly more effort should be

expended by mathematics departments of community colleges

to devise strategies other than lecture to provide for

the remedial student.

Community colleges have the potential to provide

a program for the student with a deficient background in

mathematics. This study indicates the degree to which we

are successfully providing such a program. As long as

we continue to have the philosophy of the "open door"

in the community college, we must continually strive to

meet the needs of all students through special programs

of study.

POOR ORIGINAL COPY. BEST
AVAILABLE AT TIME FILMED
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Appendix A

If a remedial mathematics program is offered, please
list the name or names of persons with whom !J, may
communicate for information relative to this program.

Name Title or Position

If no remedial mathematics program is offrred, check
as many responses as are appropri ate.

(1) Offered by other c,gency. Specify:

(2) Staff not available.

(3) Need for courses not established.

(4) Not appropriate.

(5) Others. List any additional reasons for not
off` ring a. remedial program.

(a)

(b)

(c)

lti.

11.

Signature

Institution

State

Zip Code



Appew]ix B

A Survey of Remedial Mathematic Programs

1. Check the purpose or purposes for offering a remed!al
mathematics program at your school.

(1) Continue !:i regular college mr.thematics
(2) Satisfy h:;.gh school equivalence or diploma requirement.
(1) Satisfy prerequisite requirement for some college

course other than in mathematics.
(h)

2. How many members of the mathematics faculty are involved
in teachin,, the remedial program?
This represents per cent of the TaalTra777cuTly.

3. Check the courses offered under the remedial mathematics
program.

(1) Algebra I
(2) Euclidean Geometry (Plane and Solid)
(?) Intermediate Algebra
(4) Arithmetic
(5) Other (Specify)
(6) Other (Specify)
(7) Other (Specify)

4. Are students required to take any or all of the above coursosi
yes, no. If yes, check the methods used to select

these students. If minimum scores are required, what are these
scores?

Minimum scores
(1) Standardized test (1)

'ITEM of test
(2) Teacher constructeoFFWf(2)
(3) Counselor recommendation

,

%4) Previous Grades (4)
(5) By a fornula using any of the above information.

Specify formula (5)
(b) Other (Specify)

5. Indicate the approximate percentage of students enrolled in
all mathematics courses that are taking remedial mathematics.

20 percent or above
10 to 19 percent
five to nine percent
zero to four percent

6. If available, what is the approximate nercentage of students
who last mar were enrolled in the remedial math program and are
current' . percentage

1) enrolled in another remedial math course.
(2) enrolled in a math course not in the remedial program.

(3) not enrolled in any mathematics course.

(4) enrolled in a non pathcmatics course that ..equired
the student to have completed a remedial mathematics course.
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Apptndix B

7. If a stuOent completes a remedial mathematics course he may:
(1) take another remedial mathematics course if he

received at least a grade of
(2) take a mathematics course riot in the remedial program

for which he satisfies the prerequisites if he receives
at least a grade of

d. Por each of the following teachini; technives indicate the
approximate 2ercent of total time that is used in teaching the
reedial classes.

(1) Lecture
(2) Discussion
(1, Individualized Instruction
(I1) Programmed Texts------
(c Teaching machines
(b) Other (Specify)

10 percent Total

9. flease list below your teaching Assignment.
Cow.se Title Numuer of hours of credit for each
(1) (1)

mgar

(.+0....11
14

wftworrinOw.,.0.,M0
10. In your o inion, what is the rationale used to select the
instructors for the reiledial mathematics courses?

11. Is college credit given for remedial courses? no.
If yes, does the credit apply towards aNWZree?

Yea, no.

1P. lave you con-3ucted any evaluation concerning the effective-
ness of your remedial mathematics program?

no. yes. Mcv,; recent?
InarrrrivailaAe, please CWETFYFIZETEF;777Alonnatre.

et:nin, thank you for complrting the luestionn&ire. If any
emirs of course syllabi are available, vouli you plerse rend
thr:', to ul with this iue3tionnaire or u&er separate clover.
q4-,elt will not .1r, used in the final report, but would be valuable
eftrtnces for future ?esigns of proE;Drms Gf this nature. Also,

If you woul3 like a copy of the report when it la ctmr1fqr=1.

check.
Signature
institution
City
State
Zip ce7e

1........1111111.1.1111.111110

aNIY.0.1.41......1012111111i111111



Appendix
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA

LINCOLN. NEBRASKA 68506

TEACHERS COLLEGE
AAAAAA MINT OF

SECONDARY EDUCATION

November 28, 1969

Drar

21,

The University of Nebrrislm is conAzotino a survey of
1,rograms of reme,Jial or rievelopmental mathematics offered
by community colleges. For purposes of this study, remedial
or developmental maIhematics courses are defined as follows:
Intermediate algebra I, geometry, algebra II, consumer or
business math, anal trigonometry. The often fount' course
which includes college algebra/trigonometry, calculus/
analytical. geonetry is not considered normal hirh school
offering.

If your college offers sucn courses, please illeicLte
on the enclosed form the name or names of .persons with
whom we NI6ht corresponi in order to obtain information
relative to these courses. This :nformation will be
collected by a questionnaire thtit gill include items such
as courses offered under the remedial program, textbooks
used In the courses, selection of stuCents for the program,
teaching technilues used in the co-Irsts, and goals of the
remedial p.ogram. If such courses ;re not offered, please
in.iicate in the appropriate space on the enclosed form.

Sincerely yours,

11,30 Jansen
A7.,socit,tc Fr(Xessor


